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e must be different from others. We
need to create educational materials, not
character education materials based on
existing thoughts or philosophies but ones with
God at their core, character education material that
teaches about True Parents. All living things that
God created move in accordance with the laws of
nature. However, due to the Fall, human beings,
who were created at the same time, live in this
complicated world today— a world unable to unite
due to confusion, wars, and conflict. This
influences our children and they are unable to live
according to the principles and purpose of God’s
creation. They must discover this. They must
discover this through True Parents. The heads of all
religions are all male. Therefore, religions cannot
be complete. God’s creation is embodied by True
Parents.... The True Parents! That is why the role of
a mother is very important in the fallen world. We
must begin education in the mother’s womb. We
have to create that environment. Think about
nature. How do migrating birds know the seasons?
Moreover, how does a butterfly that is less than 3
cm wide fly from Canada to Mexico to prepare for
winter? Isn’t that amazing? The natural world does

not have to be taught; only humans have to be
taught! This is why, when you create educational
materials, you must shed light on our true essence,
human beings’ original nature. I am not telling you
to take out everything about existing thoughts or
philosophies, but that is not the main subject. We
must be different. We must not compromise our
materials with the reality of today’s world. It is the
True Parents! Heavenly Parent! We cannot achieve
Heavenly Parent’s dream without knowing True
Parents. Through True Parents, all humankind must
move toward a world in which Heavenly Parents’
dream becomes reality, a united world centered on
God. We must create that kind of environment, one
in which we can educate from the womb. Cultural
activities are important for this process. Through
things like music or meditation, we must guide
people in a good direction, to find their original
nature. This is something that can certainly be done
through the schools. We are not one religion. We
are the True Parents, the embodiment of the
principle and purpose of creation! You have this
truth; it is a precious gem! Do not compromise with
the fallen world! We must set the standards.
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